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Introduction 


The mature compliance program components enumerated below are all in included in our 
Subscription: (1) either in Expresso® (3LP’s SaaS compliance software); or (2) as part of our curated 
content library. They represent a comprehensive list of mature components that we developed since 
launching 3LP.  The list is not intended to be exhaustive, but from 3LP’s perspective, represent the 
most mission critical components of a mature compliance program. Under the HIPAA Safe Harbor 
Act, signed into law by President Trump in January 2021, having a mature programs mandates the 
HHS/OCR consider leniency in civil monetary penalties (“CMPs”) levied due to a breach. 


Components 


Personnel Designations 


Privacy, Security, others Covered Entities (“CEs”) and Business Associates (“BAs”) must 
designate personnel responsible for certain HIPAA policies, procedures, and for answering 
questions about their notice of privacy practices (“NOPP”) in writing. It is recommended that 
these designations be placed in a workforce member’s personnel file. The titles of the persons 
or offices responsible for receiving and processing requests for access, restrictions, 
amendments, and disclosures, need also be designated and maintained, in writing. 


Without these designations, and the proper training, your Workforce members will not be able 
to answer an Auditor’s Foundational set of questions, such as: (1) who is your Privacy; (2) who 
is your security officer; (3) who do workforce report incidents to; and do you even know what 
an incident is? 


This is no trivial matter. The Rules require it and Auditors, for obvious reasons, consider it to 
be important. Notice that a simple requirement review would likely not help you anticipate 
these questions. OCR auditors are lawyers. To anticipate these questions, you need to think like 
a lawyer. Our Subscription provides model forms that help with these designations. 


The naming of a Compliance Officer (“CO”) is required by both the HIPAA Privacy Rule and 
Security Rule (See citations below). The CO title should be added to the workforce member’s 
personnel file. In addition, the file should contain the CO’s job responsibilities and organizational 
chain of command. 


Furthermore, the file should contain language indicating that the CO has been provided resources 
(e.g., staff, budget, etc.) to accomplish the designated responsibilities. The model compliance letter 
follows. 


 


CO Responsibilities and Policy 


Our Compliance Officer, the executive team, and all [YOUR COMPANY] managers are responsible 
for the enforcement of these Policies. It is our Policy to name an experienced Workforce member as 
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our HIPAA Compliance Officer. We refer to this individual as our Compliance Officer (“CO”) 
because his/her responsibilities generally encompass more than the Security Rule (e.g. 
responsibilities may include the HIPAA Privacy Rule as well as compliance with state laws and 
regulations).  Our CO functions as the point person for the executive team with respect to 
compliance enforcement. 


 


It is our Policy to designate and maintain, always, a CO. This individual’s job description will be 
updated to reflect that the individual’s responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following: 
(1) training members of our Workforce, including those members of our Workforce that require 
specialized training; (2) writing and/or reviewing all privacy policies and procedures and ensuring 
that they remain updated as per applicable law; (3) interacting with state and federal agencies and 
corporate counsel as required; (4) developing and enforcing our sanctions policy in collaboration 
with Human Resources; (5) investigating security incidents and notifying patients and other 
stakeholders of a breach when warranted by applicable law; (6) managing all security related 
breaches; and (7) otherwise administering our HIPAA compliance initiative. 


 


Citations 


Security Rule 
http://www.hipaasurvivalguide.com/hipaa-regulations/164-308.php#a-2 
 
Privacy Rule 
http://www.hipaasurvivalguide.com/hipaa-regulations/164-530.php 


 


Log into Expresso Home Page https://riskassessmentexpress.com 
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Methodology Based on Industry Standards 


Your Program should apply NIST standards wherever applicable. If you have a Risk 
Management Framework (“RMF”) then it should have been derived either from NIST or some 
other internationally recognized organization that provides best practices. Much of your 
remediation documentation should be derived from best practices as well. For example, the 
HIPAA Safe Harbor Act (“Act”) requires HHS to consider whether organizations have 
implemented “recognized cybersecurity best practices” when investigating a Breach. HHS is 
required to be lenient with their civil monetary penalties (“CMPs”) if your Program has met all 
basic technical safeguard requirements. Under the Act. Our Subscription is based on NIST best 
practices. 
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Measuring, Monitoring & Reporting: 


The adage that “you can’t manage what you don’t measure” applies to every compliance 
initiative. If you cannot show an Auditor the status of your Program as it exists today, then you 
are providing them visible demonstrable evidence (“VDE”) that you have no means to monitor 
your Program in real time. 3LP Scorecards provide evidence that your Program is continuously 
being measured and therefore status may be readily determined. 


 


The Scorecard is below. 
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Compliance Repository 


If you can’t demonstrate a “single version of the truth” you won’t be able to quickly provide 
an Auditor a sense that compliance artifacts (e.g., policies, processes, training, etc.) are readily 
available to staff and readily producible to the Auditor. The Auditor is likely to assume that in 
fact there is “no single version of the truth” and that compliance artifacts may be scatted across 
devices if they exist at all. Before an audit OCR requires you to provide the latest version of 
compliance documentation and not a “compendiums of all entity policies of procedures (i.e., 
forget anachronistic “audit books”). Our single version of the truth is contained in 
Expresso®’s Docs module. 
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Incident Management 


Without a robust Incident Management process there is no evidence that you can identify Breaches; 
therefore, your Breach Notification process is either non-existent, ad hoc, immature or you have 
purposely decided not to track Incidents. Why would you do the latter? Because having trained 
thousands of stakeholders and sold products into the compliance space for well over a decade, we 
are aware that many providers, of all sizes, simply decide to “deep six” small breaches. The last thing 
they want is to have a record of which ones were analyzed because that simply becomes fodder for 
an Auditor to review.  


This strategy is simply too clever by half. For example, a highly competent OCR Auditor (and they 
are all highly competent) understands that ambulatory practices are small breach factories. The 
practice may often send PHI inadvertently to the wrong patient. Attempting to claim that you have 
had no incidents, let alone Breaches, over one to five years will be quickly detected for what it is, an 
outright lie.  
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Training  


An auditor will want to discuss your training: (1) how often it occurs; (2) what it consists of; 
and (3) whether you can produce VDE that it occurred. Where are your process results that 
show when Dr. Smith was last trained and what he was trained on? The Auditor will ask about 
Phishing training. Why? Because the latter remains the number one vector of entry for 
ransomware attacks in the healthcare industry writ large. Just “feel good dumbed down” pre-
HITECH Act training will no longer suffice. 
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Compliance Equation®  


Is the Compliance Equation® met for each one of the Rules’ requirements? This is where the 
rubber meets the road, if you can’t show process results for each requirement then an OCR 
Auditor is going to assume that you don’t have the processes in place, and therefore you are 
violating the respective requirement(s). Policies (an organization’s intentions) + Processes 
(actualized in your organization that underpin the Policy) + Tracking Mechanisms (that capture 
Process Results) = Visible Demonstrable Evidence (“VDE”). All three elements are required 
with Auditors placing the most significant weight on the third. 
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Audits  


An audit program is an important part of OCR’s overall health information privacy, security, 
and breach notification compliance activities. OCR uses the audit program to assess the 
HIPAA compliance efforts of a range of entities covered by HIPAA regulations. The audits 
present an opportunity to examine mechanisms for compliance, identify best practices, discover 
risks and vulnerabilities that may not have come to light through OCR’s ongoing complaint 
investigations and compliance reviews, and enable your organization to get out in front of 
problems before they result in breaches (and other violations). 
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Business Partner Vetting  


Both the Security and Privacy Rules mandate that you get “satisfactory assurances” from your 
business associates, and the latter from theirs. Satisfactory assurances mean more than having a 
BAA and less than yearly onsite inspections. The best practice that the industry has converged 
upon is sending out questionnaires and asking for additional reports. As you might imagine this 
is a tedious process, averaging about twenty (20) hours per vendor per year. It's not just a 
question of the hidden costs, which are considerable, but the manual ad hoc nature of the 
process is error-prone, potentially costing your organization millions in reputation damages if 
you get it wrong. 


 


 


Governance 


Governance is defined as the decisions and actions of the people who run your compliance 
programs. It is how the executive team controls risks by assigning risk management to various 
executives that possess subject matter expertise in a particular domain. For example, financial risk is 
usually assigned to the Chief Financial Officer; employment risks are assigned to the VP of Human 
Resources, Privacy and Security risk to the Chief Information and Security Officer, etc. 


The challenge is that each one of these silos generally uses a different set of semantics for what a risk 
is and how it should be calculated. 3LP has adopted the NIST universal grammar for how a risk 
should be calculated, as identified in the graphic below: 
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This methodology for calculating the subjective value of a Risk provides a universal grammar that 
can be used with any compliance regime. For example, we have used it with Expresso® for GDPR, 
CCPA, and for a HIPAA Privacy Rule gap analysis. To have a mature program a risk should be 
calculated in the same way for the HIPAA Security Rule as it is for the HIPAA Privacy Rule. The 
same way for GDPR as it is for CCPA. NIST has done the heavy lifting with its grammar but 
unfortunately this grammar is not widely understood as having universal applicability and therefore 
has not been widely adopted. The challenge is that if each compliance does not agree on how to 
calculate a risk, then effective communication between becomes nearly impossible. 


The same can be said regarding the Compliance Equation® as discussed above. The equation 
mandates the elements required to comply with any regime requirement, yet few recognize its 
universal applicability and therefore, like the NIST universal grammar for calculating a risk, it 
has not been widely adopted.  


Words matter. Having a clear set of terms of art is an indication that an organization’s 
compliance program is mature. 


Summary 
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As mature compliance program demonstrates that an organization is managing risks in a methodical 
rigorous manner. It provides a compelling message to an auditor that the organization takes 
compliance seriously, as required by applicable law. It also demonstrates that this commitment to 
compliance is valued by the organization, because without the support of the senior management 
team maturity cannot be achieved and therefore becomes nothing more than a meaningless 
platitude. 


 


Finally, now under the HIPAA Safe Harbor Act, a mature compliance program itself is a recognized 
risk reduction strategy and helps the organization reduce or eliminate liability. 
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Introduction 
Our Subscription Plans contains a significant number of model documents, including various tools 
and templates, that help you comply with the Rules. This Datasheet describes many of the model 
documents that are available, but it is not exhaustive. We continuously innovate and add to our 
model document library in order to increase the value of our Subscription Plan to customers. 
 


Model Checklists  
As discussed below our Subscription Plan delivers the following Checklists: (1) Privacy Rule; 
Security Rule; and (3) Cloud, Social Media & Mobile. Our HIPAA checklists and Frameworks 
provide you with step-by-step guidance regarding the “big concepts” contained within the Rules. 
For example, our Privacy Rule and Security Rule checklists provide for each requirement of the 
respective Rules: (1) a policy; (2) a suggested set of processes that underpin each policy; and (3) 
suggested tracking mechanisms that capture process results.  
 


Overview 
 


This begs the question, what do we mean by a checklist, and more specifically in this context, a 
legal/compliance checklist? The short answer is that it is a way to “attack” problems or issues. 
Checklists have been widely adopted across industries (e.g., aviation) and are now becoming 
acclaimed in the practice of medicine. Our Checklists combine reusable solutions with analysis 
patterns, research, useful organizational techniques, and specific examples of successful approaches; 
it is like having your own personal library, which can be tailored specifically for your experience and 
organization. 
 
Our Checklists are intended to provide guidance, including suggested policies, processes, and 
tracking mechanisms that enable you to make sense out of this new terrain. They are intended as a 
knowledge transfer vehicle to allow you to derive the HIPAA compliance solution that works best 
within your organization. Our Checklists will “walk you through” the relevant statutory/regulatory 
sections of the HIPAA Rules, highlighting the policies, processes and tracking mechanisms required 
at a granular level. 
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What is a Policy 
 


The word “policy” can be used in so many ways that it bears some exploration, especially 
regarding HIPAA regulatory compliance. We often talk of “developing a policy,” or of 
“implementing a policy” or “carrying out a policy.” For example, 45 CFR §164.530 (i)(1)[3] states 
as follows: 
 


Standard: Policies and procedures. A covered entity must implement policies and 
procedures with respect to protected health information that are designed to comply with 
the standards, implementation specifications, or other requirements of this subpart 
and subpart D of this part. 
 


Notice that the standard above makes a distinction between policies versus procedures. In general, 
think of a “policy” as a purposeful set of decisions or actions usually in response to a problem that 
has arisen. From a compliance perspective, a policy is a set of statements, including decisions and 
actions regarding what an organization intends to do in order to meet its regulatory requirements 
(e.g. see our Breach Notification Policy). A policy indicates what an organization intends to do and 
is often used as a communications vehicle of that intent. 
 
What is a Process? 


A process is a repeatable series of steps that are accomplished over time. From a HIPAA 
regulatory compliance perspective, processes are how policies get implemented. Policies without 
processes are nothing more than empty promises and will not prevent serious compliance liability. 
HHS will require evidence of policies and processes. For example, the Privacy Rule in section 45 
CFR §164.530 (b)(1) states the training requirement as follows: 


 
1 This is the Compliance Equation® in graphical format. If each requirement of a regime satisfies the equation, then 
your organization is in compliance with that requirement by definition. The equation is axiomatic and applies to any 
regulatory regime. 
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Standard: Training. A covered entity must train all members of its workforce on the 
policies and procedures with respect to protected health information required by this subpart 
and subpart D of this part, as necessary and appropriate for the members of the workforce 
to carry out their functions within the covered entity. 


 
The requirement expressly states that the training must cover both your organization’s policies with 
respect to the Privacy Rule and your underlying processes. Notice that nothing in the standard 
indicates how the required training should be carried out. The training standard has a corresponding 
implementation specification that reads as follows: 
 


(2) Implementation specification: Training. 
(i) A covered entity must provide training that meets the requirements of paragraph (b)(1) of 
this section, as follows: 


(A) To each member of the covered entity's workforce by no later than the 
compliance date for the covered entity; 
(B) Thereafter, to each new member of the workforce within a reasonable period of 
time after the person joins the covered entity's workforce; and 
(C) To each member of the covered entity’s workforce whose functions are affected 
by a material change in the policies or procedures required by this subpart or subpart 
D of this part, within a reasonable period of time after the material change becomes 
effective in accordance with paragraph (i) of this section. 


(ii) A covered entity must document that the training as described in paragraph (b)(2)(i) of 
this section has been provided, as required by paragraph (j) of this section. 


 
Again, although the implementation specification speaks to when training is required and the fact 
that it must be documented, it does not prescribe how your training should be conducted. 
Your training process is the vehicle used to specify, with a degree of detail and rigor, how your 
training will be carried out (e.g. formal classroom training, audited video training, self-help training, 
etc.). 
 
What is a Tracking Mechanism? 


A tracking mechanism is a way to keep track of process results. For example, QuickBooks is a 
tracking mechanism for accounting data and processes. You must be able to track the results of your 
compliance processes if you hope to provide Visible Demonstrable Evidence (“VDE”) that you are 
meeting regulatory requirements. Your HIPAA training policy indicates your compliance training 
intentions; your training process is how you go about fulfilling those intentions; and your tracking 
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mechanism must capture the results of your training process (i.e. how well you did in meeting your 
intentions). HHS will likely want to see evidence of all three components, but if you cannot 
show process results, then your entire training initiative is likely to be suspect. 
 
There are many compliance processes that require tracking within the Privacy rule including, but not 
limited to the following: 
 


1. patient privacy notice provisioning process; 
2. patient authorization process; 
3. patient restriction request process; 
4. patient complaint process; 
5. patient record access request process; and 
6. workforce training process. 


 
This “short list” of processes is not exhaustive but rather illustrative of the scope and magnitude of 
what needs to be tracked to move your organization along the compliance continuum toward full 
compliance. 
 
How should your compliance processes be tracked? It is no longer reasonable to track compliance 
processes on paper (if it ever was). You are going to need a suitable Intranet, spreadsheets, 
and/or HIPAA compliance software to track and report effectively. We recommend the latter 
because it is the most economically viable option, even for small covered entities and business 
associates 
 


Privacy Rule Checklist 
Our Privacy Rule Checklist covers all the requirements of the Privacy Rule allowing you to create 
Visible, Demonstrable, Evidence (“VDE”) of compliance for requirements of the Rule. We also 
deliver a scorecard wherein you can grade your organization on its Privacy Rule Compliance. 
 


Security Rule Checklist 
Our Security Rule Checklist covers all the requirements of the Security Rule allowing you to create 
Visible, Demonstrable, Evidence (“VDE”) of compliance for each requirement of the Rule. Like the 
Privacy Rule Checklist, we also provide a scorecard where you can grade your organization on its 
Security Rule Compliance. 
 


Cloud, Social Media & Mobile Checklist (“CSMM”) 
This Cloud Social Media & Mobile Checklist (“CSMM”) offers a Compliance Officer CSMM 
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HIPAA best practices in this rapidly evolving technological and regulatory landscape. The Checklist 
should be viewed as an addendum to your existing HIPAA compliance program. It is a different 
kind of Checklist because it is derived from “first order” requirements contained in the Privacy Rule 
and the Security Rule. Again, we provide a scorecard wherein you can grade your organization on its 
CSMM Compliance. 


 
Model Frameworks 
 
The term “Framework” means a mechanism for “attacking” a compliance problem or issue by 
providing direction regarding how to think through and solve a problem, based upon the experience 
of others. Our Compliance Frameworks differ from our Checklists in that the former takes a set of 
requirements holistically providing the necessary guidance. For example, our Breach Notification 
Framework addresses the requirements of the Breach Notification Rule as a conceptual whole. This 
is true of our Breach Response Framework and our Contingency Framework as well. All of our 
Frameworks come with tools and templates that help you comply with the respective requirements. 
 
Our Frameworks big picture guidance in a slightly different fashion. For example, our Breach 
Notification Framework walks you through the process of determining when Breach Notification is 
triggered, and the content required to notify. It also provides the time of notification. 
 


Breach Notification Framework 
Our Breach Notification Framework addresses the requirements of notification that were 
introduced under the HITECH Act, specifically section 13402. These requirements did not originally 
exist under HIPAA. HHS subsequently (i.e. after the promulgation of the HITECH Act) issued 
regulations pertaining to Breach Notification in 45 CFR 164 (Subpart D). In general, this is the 
universe of controlling legal authority, to be supplemented by Federal common law, as Breach 
Notification cases are heard by the Federal Courts. Our Breach Notification Framework addresses 
every requirement in 45 CFR 164 (Subpart D). 
 


Breach Response Framework 
Our Breach Response Framework provides organizations of all sizes who experience a breach, the 
tools to meet the requirements of various federal, state and private regulatory regimes. HIPAA is 
simply one regulatory regime example. After disasters that result from high profile breaches, 
organizations are starting to realize that it’s not a question of “if” they will experience an attack that 
leads to a breach, but simply “when.” Despite this realization most, C-Suite participants are at a loss  
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as to how to proceed, given their lack of subject matter expertise, and the myriad of options 
available—from enhancing their cybersecurity fortifications to transferring the risk via insurance. 


 
Contingency Framework 
Our Contingency Framework provides HIPAA stakeholders with the tools to meet requirements of 
HIPAA’s Administrative Safeguards standard §164.308(a)(7)(i) (“Contingency Standard”) and its five 
implementation specifications (“Controls”). All five Controls fall under §164.308(a)(7)(i)(ii) as 
follows:  
 


(A) Data Backup Plan (Required). Establish and implement procedures to create, retrieve 
and maintain exact copies of electronic protected health information (“ePHI”).  
(B) Disaster Recovery Plan (Required). Establish (and implement as needed) procedures 
to restore any loss of data.  
(C) Emergency Mode Operation Plan (Required). Establish (and implement as needed) 
procedures to enable continuation of critical business processes for protecting the security of 
ePHI while operating in emergency mode.  
(D) Testing and revision procedures (Addressable). Implement procedures for periodic 
testing and revision of contingency plans.  
(E) Applications and data criticality analysis (Addressable). Assess the relative criticality 
of specific applications and data in support of other Contingency Plan components. 


 
These Controls are now generally referred to as “Business Continuity” across industries and 
encompass much more than a mere Data Backup Plan. 
 


Model Contracts 
As enumerated below our Subscription Plan contains Model Contracts—which are ready-to-go out-
of-the-box with few changes required. Our Model Contracts each contain an “annotated version” 
which serves as an educational tool, pointing to the source code of the regulations from which the 
respective terms and conditions were derived. 
 


• Covered Entity to Business Associate Contract 
• Business Associate to Business Associate Contract 
• 42 CFR Part 2 Lawful Holder contract 


 
Our Model Contracts were prepared by our CEO, who is a recognized national authority on 
HIPAA. They contain all the necessary regulatory language, and other helpful language that you are 
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unlikely to find elsewhere (e.g. the parties agreeing to a Breach Notification Communications Plan 
30 days post execution). 


 
Model Policies 
Our Subscription Plan comes with the following Model Policies that ready to use out-of-the box. 


• Model Mobile Policy 
• Model Privacy Rule Policy 
• Model Notice of Privacy Practices 
• Model Security Rule Policy 
• Breach Notification Policy 


 
We recommend that policies be distributed and signed by your entire Workforce after vetting with 
the executive management team. This seemingly simple step is often overlooked. Policies that are 
not read, understood, and approved are virtually worthless; representing nothing more than “flowery 
language” about what the organization intends to do. Workforce signatures demonstrate the 
organization’s intent. 
 


Model Forms & Letters 
Our Subscription Plan contains many Model Forms mostly helpful for your Privacy Rule 
compliance initiative: 
 


• PHI Patient Access Request Form 
• PHI Patient Amendment Request Form 
• PHI Patient Accounting Disclosures Request Form 
• PHI Patient Restriction Request Form 
• Workforce Sanction Form 
• Business Partner Vetting Form 
• Media Breach Notification Press Release 
• Patient Breach Notification Letter 
• Named Compliance Officer Letter 
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Model Spreadsheets 
Our Model Spreadsheets are part of the tools & templates that come with our Subscription Plan.  
 


• Training Capture 
• Incident Tracking 
• Security Rule Scorecard 
• Privacy Rule Scorecard 
• Breach Notification Rule Scorecard 
• Cloud, Social Media & Mobile Scorecard 
• Security Objects 
• Business Partner Vetting Scorecard 


 
Our Spreadsheets are instrumental in helping you keep track of where you currently stand in your 
HIPAA compliance initiative, or where one of your Business Associates stands in theirs. 


Summary 
The breadth and depth of our Model Documents led one customer to state that our Subscription 
Plan contains “an embarrassment of riches.” Indeed, it does. Fine tuned over the last decade, our 
Model Documents alone are worth the price of admission. 
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Introduction 


We provide professional services in blocks at a time. The minimum is a ten (10) hour 
block of time at $125.00 per hour. This is the one of the most competitive, if not the 
most competitive, professional services rate for this type of work. 


The money will be deposited and kept in the Digital Business Law Group’s 
(“DBLG”) trust account for each client. If we help you complete the task in less 
hours, then the money remaining in your trust account is guaranteed to be returned to 
you within ten (10) days. DBLG functions as a fiduciary for 3Lions Publishing, Inc. 
(“3LP)”. 


However, if the project takes more time than you expected you will need to purchase 
an additional ten (10) hours and update your trust account with DBLG before we 
continue with the engagement. 


Example 


Assume you need help getting through the Security Rule’s Contingency Standard, 
even though 3LP provides a Contingency Framework for you as part of our 
Subscription in our Curated Content Library, you may not have a clear understanding, 
expertise, or bandwidth to complete it without some help.  


Providing professional services can be an efficient and effective way to provide 
assistance. Purchase of additional hours is always optional. Many of our clients have 
struggled with remediation for their mature compliance program1, and we make these 
services available to fill that gap. With a mature compliance program2 your 
organization may reduce the amount of a civil monetary penalty (“CMP”) levied by 
OCR if you meet the requirements of the HIPAA Safe Harbor Act. The Safe Harbor 
Act requires use of recognized best practices, like NIST best practices which is used 
to provide privacy and security best practices for all U.S. government agencies.  


Delivery 


The delivery of services will be performed by a subject matter expert (“SME”) on the 
Rule in question (Privacy, Security, Breach Notification etc.). Our SMEs are trained 
using the most rigorous certification process in the industry. An SME must perform 
well enough to meet 3LP’s high standards for acceptable completion of the program.  


 
1 See the data sheet on this topic 
2 Ibid 
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All professional services delivery is conducted virtually through GoToMeeting, which 
has robust screen sharing and other functionality that securely facilitates the learning 
process. When a client purchases a block of hours the client is driving the project. 
3LP staff is available to answer questions, and to anticipate and provide guidance for 
further remediation efforts. 


For purposes of the proposed Privacy Rule, 3LP developed a complete professional 
service offering where 3LP drives the project to ensure success. We call this offering 
our Enterprise MVP Jumpstart (“Jumpstart”).3 With the latter, 3LP drives the project 
with a rigorously developed methodology in a 40-hour time frame over an 
approximate three (3) week elapsed time frame.4 We address the three most insidious 
and disruptive requirements of the proposed Rule with your staff participating in the 
process. For example, one of the deliverables of the Jumpstart is training key 
organizational stakeholders on our Enterprise MVP solution. Blocks of hours provide 
meaningful assistance to improving the maturity of your program as needed.  


However, the following list of deliverables are only available via the Jumpstart for the 
proposed Privacy Rule: 


1. Modifications to process diagrams and ensuring that our legal/process 
frameworks are not broken by same. 


2. Education for inside/outside counsel to better understand the legal standards 
promulgated and the impact of same on healthcare process decisions. 


3. One-on-One interviews with key stakeholders. 
4. Training of an internal project manager outside of group training. 
5. A facilitated session to arrive at consensus among key stakeholders. 


When purchasing blocks of hours, we do not provide these deliverables. The reason is 
if your organization starts making changes to vetted legal/process decisions then we 
can no longer guarantee the validity of the entire solution. When you make these 
kinds of changes, through a purchase of blocks of time. it becomes your 
responsibility to ensure the solution remains valid and legally defensible. 


Block of Hours 


Hours can be purchased, excluding the instance mentioned above related to the 
Jumpstart, for any compliance issue that a particular client may be struggling with. 
Often, because our curated content is vast, we have remediation documents available 


 
3 See the data sheet by the same name. 
4 Ibid. 
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that a client may not be aware of. Further, many clients struggle with what a Mature 
Compliance Program (“Program”) means. Therefore, the process of instituting a 
Program can be disconcerting and overwhelming.  


Clients often do not understand how the pieces of the puzzle fit together. Having a 
Program does not mean that your organization has met the Compliance Equation®


 for 
each requirement of every rule. Full compliance is an aspiration goal that you may 
never obtain because of material changes to the law, material changes to your 
operational environment (e.g., through a merger or acquisition) or material changes to 
your environment introduced via enhanced and potentially disruptive technology. 


If you know you need hours, then you should schedule then ASAP when you become 
aware of the deliverables you want to achieve. We cannot promise that delivery will 
commence as soon as hours are scheduled. This will depend on staff availability 
review and execution of a professional services contract and other factors. If you 
purchase a block of ten (10) hours do not assume that they will be delivered in a linear 
fashion consecutively over the time period. Although, the goal is to deliver the hours 
as quickly as possible, a 10-hour block of time may take fifteen (15) to twenty hours to 
deliver. Often clients only have a vague understanding of their needs; therefore, 
requirement clarification and definition could impede progress in a manner that is 
self-evident. 


Invoicing 


Detailed line-item invoices kept by 3LP on the work performed are presented to the 
client for review at the end of the calendar month. The invoice must be approved by 
the client before 3LP will request a transfer of funds from DBLG’s trust. Invoices are 
payable upon receipt, with sufficient time allowed for dispute resolution. 
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Introduction 


Our training is the most comprehensive training in the HIPAA compliance space. This Datasheet 


illustrates our offering at a glance so that you, our customer, can quickly find the training you need. 


Our training is described below broken down by the Rules: (1) the HIPAA Privacy Rule; (2) the 


HIPAA Security Rule; and the HIPAA Breach Notification Rule as well as other topics. We also 


discuss our Audit Training Products and our Specialty Training Products. Each training module is 


located in the DOCS/Training folder within Expresso®. Over that past decade we have trained, 


through our FREE newsletters and webinars, thousands in the correct application of the Rules. That 


experience has found its way into our Training Products, which standing alone, comprise a compelling 


reason to purchase our Subscription Plan. We’ve got you covered for HIPAA training. 


 


Core Training 


Our Core HIPAA training is intended to deliver a comprehensive training curriculum for staff 


members across all levels of the organization. With over 43 training videos, and growing, our training 


products help you get your staff up to speed quickly and effectively. There is simply nothing more 


mission critical than adequately trained staff. Reliance on the “feel good” training covered entities and 


business associates historically engaged in no longer suffices. All relevant stakeholders including, but 


not limited to, management, clinicians, administrative staff, health information technologists and 


compliance professionals need to understand, and become well-grounded in, HIPAA regulatory 


fundamentals. 


 
Privacy Rule  


Our Privacy Rule training provides complete coverage of the Rule broken down into the following 


sections: (1) Uses & Disclosures (Sections 164.502 – 164.514); (2) Patients’ Bill of Rights (Sections 


164.520 – 164.528); and Administrative Requirements (Section 164.530). Descriptions and names of 


the PowerPoint and MP4 Video files in Expresso DOCS are shown below.  
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PRIVACY RULE TRAINING 
Privacy Rule under HITECH Training Video v2 
 
ADMIN 
Concept Short Admin  What are the Administrative Requirements under the Privacy 
Rule? 
MS Org DNA                     Why do you need to change your compliance DNA? 
MS Complaints 530    Accepting patient complaints under the Privacy Rule? 
MS Documentation 530       How long must you keep HIPAA documentation? 
MS KP 530                         What are the Key Processes to document under the Privacy Rule? 
MS No Waiver 530 Can a patient’s rights be waived under the Privacy Rule? 
MS Personal Designation 530      What is the designation requirement under the Privacy Rule? 
MS Safeguards 530                         What is the safeguards requirement of the Privacy Rule?  
MS Mitigation 530        What is the duty to mitigate under the Privacy Rule? 
MS Sanctions 530 What are the Sanction Requirements under the Privacy Rule? 
MS Training 530                         What are the Training Requirements under the Privacy Rule? 
 
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES 
Concept Short Business Associates Privacy Rule Business Associates 


Micro-shorts
(5 minutes)


Concept Shorts
(15 minutes)


Comprehensive 
(1.25 hours)


Privacy Rule 
Training


Admin


-Organizational 
DNA
-Patient 
Complaints
-Documentation
-Key Processes
-Personnel 
Designations
-Safeguards
-Sanctions
-Training


Business 
Associates


Uses & 
Disclosures


-Organizational 
Requirements
-Treatment, 
Payment & 
Operations
-Patient 
Authorizations
-Patient 
Agrees/Objects
-Authorization 
not Required


Patients’ Bill 
of Rights


-NOPP
-PHI 
Restrictions
-PHI Access
-PHI 
Amendments
-PHI 
Accounting
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USES & DISCLOSURES 
Concept Short U&D  What does the Privacy Rule require for Uses and Disclosures? 
MS U&D TPO 506 What are allowed and default uses & disclosures? 
MS U&D AUTH 508 What are Privacy Rule’s Authorization requirements? 
 
MS U&D Agree Object 510 What is a patient’s opportunity to “agree or object?” 
MS Public Policy 512 Requirements where the patient can’t agree/object? 
 
PATIENTS’ BILL OF RIGHTS 
Concept Short PBR    What is the Patient’s Bill of Rights under the Privacy Rule? 
MS NOPP (PBR 520)   What are the Notice of Privacy Practices Requirements? 
MS PHI Restrictions (PBR 522)  What is the patient’s rights with respect to requesting 
privacy of PHI? 
MS PHI Access (PBR 524)  What is the patient’s rights to access PHI? 
MS PHI Amendments (PBR 526)  What is the patient’s right to amend PHI? 
MS PHI Accounting (PBR 528)  What is the patient’s right for an accounting of 
disclosures of PHI? 
 
Security Rule 


Our Security Rule training provides complete coverage of the Rule broken down into the following 


sections: (1) the Administrative Safeguards; (2) the Technical Safeguards; and (3) the Physical 


Safeguards. Descriptions and names of the PowerPoint and MP4 Video files in Expresso DOCS are 


shown below.
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SECURITY RULE TRAINING 
HITECH Security Rule Training v2 Security Rule Training 
Concept Short Security Rule AS  What are the Security Rule’s Administrative Safeguards? 
 
SAFEGUARDS 
MS Security Rule General Principles    What are the Security Rule’s General Principles? 
MS SR Tech Std 1  What is the Security Rule standard for Security Management? 
MS SR Tech Std 2  What is the Security Rule standard for Assignment of Responsibility? 
MS SR Tech Std 3  What is the Security Rule standard for Workforce Security? 
MS SR Tech Std 4  What is the Security Rule standard for Information Access 
 Management? 
MS SR Tech Std 5  What is the Security Rule standard for Security Awareness & 
 Training? 
MS SR Tech Std 6  What is the Security Rule standard for Security Incident Procedures? 
MS SR Tech Std 7  What is the Security Rule standard for a Contingency Plan? 
MS SR Tech Std 8  What is the Security Rule standard for Self-Evaluation? 
MS SR Bus Std 1  What does the Security Rule say about Business Associates? 
 


Micro-shorts
(5 minutes)


Concept Shorts
(15 minutes)


Comprehensive 
(1.25 hours)


Security Rule 
Training


Administrative
Safeguards


-Security management 
-Assigned responsibility
-Workforce security
-Information access management
-Security training
-Security incidents
-Contingency plan
-Evaluation
-Business Associates


Concept Shorts


-Risk Assessment 
-Risk Management
-Omnibus Rule 
Updates
-Information access 
management
-Physical Safeguards
-Technical 
Safeguards
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CONCEPT SHORTS 
SR Concept RA  What comprises a HIPAA Risk Assessment? 
SR Concept RM  What does the Security Rule mean by Risk Management? 
Concept Short Omnibus Rule Update What are the Security Rule’s Omnibus Rule Updates? 
Physical Safeguards CS  What are the Security Rule’s Physical Safeguards? 
Technical Safeguards CS  What are the Security Rule’s Technical Safeguards? 
 


Breach Notification Rule 


Our Breach Notification training provides complete coverage of the Rule broken down into the 


following sections: (1) when Breach Notification is triggered; and (2) the Content required in a Breach 


Notice. Descriptions and names of the PowerPoint and MP4 Video files in Expresso DOCS are 


shown below. 


 
BREACH NOTIFICATION TRAINING 
BreachNotification_Training_v2 Breach Notification Rule Training 
BA Breach Notification Triggered CS Breach Notification & Business Associates? 
Breach Notification Triggered CS When is Breach Notification Triggered? 
Notification Content CS Breach Notification Content & other Requirements? 
MS Costs of Non-Compliance Breach Notification cost of non-compliance? 
MS Incident Tracking How should Incidents be tracked? 
MS Omnibus Rule Update Breach Notification Omnibus Rule Updates? 


 


Micro-shorts
(5 minutes)


Concept Shorts
(15 minutes)


Comprehensive
(1.25 hours)


Breach Notification Rule 
Training


Notification
Triggered


-Costs of Non-Compliance 
-Incident Tracking
-Omnibus Rule Update


Notification
Content
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Specialty Training 


In addition to our Core Training, our Subscription Plan has the following specialty 


training available:  


(1) Risk Management: Risk Management discusses the necessary rules for mediation of 
High Risks. 


(2) Risk Assessment: Risk Assessments discuss the process of performing an 
assessment as well as capturing the Checklist “key” for remediation purposes. 


(3) Audit Preparation: Our Audit Preparation tool demonstrates which tools are 
available for each regulation performed by OCR. 


(4) Omnibus Rule: The Omnibus Rule provides descriptive information regarding its 
regulations when promulgated. 


(5) HITECH Act: The HITECH Act provides descriptive information regarding its 
rules when promulgated. 


(6) Social Media: describes facts and concerns about uses of Social Media in 
Healthcare. 


(7) Cloud: The Cloud module discusses special considerations for EHRs on the cloud 
regarding backups, recovery, etc. 


(8) Mobile: The Mobile Video describes proper care of mobile devices to avoid 
Breaches. 


(9) Agile Methodology: Our Agile Methodology is discussed in detail as a process to 
rapidly obtain closure on Assessments. 


(10)  Phishing and Ransomware: Our Phishing and Ransomware video provides 
information   to avoid litigation, breaches, etc.  


(11)  Privacy and Security Rule Training for Clinicians: This video is generally viewed by 
not only Clinicians but also staff to advise on proper procedures to remain in 
compliance. 


(12)  42 CFR: Covers the entire set of regulations. 
(13)  Business Associate Training: This video describes and informs Business Associates 


of their responsibilities related to ePHI. 
(14)  Security Objects Inventory: This video describes the type of information that 


should be kept in your Security Objects library and why. 
(15)  Agile Compliance Training: Agile Training educates clients on the power of 


iteration rather than awaiting perfection in your Risk Assessment and Remediation. 
(16)  Cybersecurity Training provides insight into techniques to avoide cybersecurity 


attacks. 
(17)  Other training 
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Introduction to Expresso® 3.5 


 


What is Expresso® 3.5?  Expresso® 3.5 is a software-as-a-service (“SaaS”) that embodies the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) seven (7) step process for performing Risk 
Assessments. Expresso® builds on the NIST foundation to facilitate performing Risk Assessments 
by rationalizing the NIST methodology in a manner that makes it accessible to lay persons. What 
QuickBooks Online (“QBO”) did for accounting, Expresso® 3.5 does for Risk Assessments and 
Breach Notification. QBO did not eliminate all the work associated with accounting, but 
transformed accounting from a necessary evil, something to be avoided at all costs and/or handed 
over to a third party, to something that a businessperson could master at some basic to intermediate 
level. 


 


Expresso® 3.5 is a key component of our Subscription that helps your organization build a Mature 
Compliance Program “(Program”). Under the HIPAA Safe Harbor Act, signed into law by President 
Trump in January 2021, having a said Program mandates that OCR lessen civil monetary penalties 
(“CMPs”) even if it finds non-compliance in certain instances. 
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Expresso® 3.5 also includes the following enterprise class modules:  


• Click here or read below to learn about Expresso®’s Risk Assessments  


• Click here or read below to learn about Expresso®’s Breach Notification Wizard  


• Click here or read below to learn about Expresso®’s Compliance Repository (single 
version of the truth) & access to all Products 


• Click here or read below to learn about Expresso®’s Business Partner Vetting (BPV) 
(Expresso® Silver) 


• Click here to learn about Expresso®’s Requestor  


The Requestor is mission critical for a mature Program under the most insidious and disruptive 
requirements of the Prosed Privacy Rule. Without it you can’t meet the Compliance Equation® 
and are not in compliance with these new requirements. 
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Compliance Equation®:  Policy (organizational intentions) + Processes (actualized in your 
organization that underpin the Policy) + Tracking Mechanisms (that enable capturing Process 
Results and are readily producible) = Visible Demonstrable Evidence (“VDE”). All three elements 
are required with auditors placing the most significant weight on the third. The equation is 
universally Axiomatic for any compliance regime requirement.  


 


Risk Assessments 


 


Expresso® comes pre-populated with (T)hreats, (V)ulnerabilities, and potential business (I)mpacts to 
your organization—making the calculation of (R)isks easier than the tedious process that our 
competitors offer. In addition to pre-populating Threats, Vulnerabilities, and Impacts, Expresso® 
comes pre-populated with Controls that cover all Security Rule implementation specifications. 
Expresso® also allows you to modify all pre-populated data in a manner that best fits your 
organization. The following list summarizes Expresso®'s principal features. Expresso®:  


• allows you to bulk import Security Objects (people, places, assets, processes and other things 
to which Security Controls are applied); 


• comes pre-populated with known threats and vulnerabilities to allow for easier pairing of the 
two; 


• allows Security Objects to be categorized via a user defined taxonomy so that Controls can 
be applied at various levels of classification; 


• allows you to retain instances of past Risk Assessments for reporting purposes; 


• allows for tracking the results of the Controls applied in the remediation step; and 


• is based on an authoritative methodology (e.g. NIST SP 800-30) to meet regulatory 
compliance objectives. 


Expresso® “productizes” the equation and the process that emerges from the NIST 
methodology as depicted in the graphic below. The NIST methodology is an example of “best 
practices” referenced in the HIPAA Safe Harbor Act.  
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This methodology for calculating the subjective value of a Risk provides a universal grammar that 
can be used with any compliance regime. For example, we have used it with Expresso® for GDPR, 
CCPA, and for a HIPAA Privacy Rule gap analysis. 


 


Compliance Repository “Docs” & Products 


 


Release 3.5 also includes DOCS1, Expresso®’s “single version of the truth” where all your latest 
policies, procedures, training, remediation documentation etc. should be kept. First an OCR Auditor 
is going to expect that you have one, otherwise the inference that compliance documentation may be 
scattered across the organization if it exists at all. If at the time of an audit, you can demonstrate that 
additional documents requested are readily reproducible then it significantly enhances the perception 
of a mature Program. For example, if there is “no single version of the truth” then how does 


 
1 DOCS first became available in Expresso® 2.0. 
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workforce transition turnover/takeover process in a methodical manner. Often when key 
compliance personnel leave the company their replacement does not have the vaguest idea where 
compliance artifacts have been stored.2 


 


Expresso®’s Compliance Repository is also where user can readily access our vast curated content 
library. 


Compliance Repository Menus are shown below. Release 3.5 also includes additional Enterprise 
Modules described below. 


 


Figure 1 DOCS Menus 


 


No additional files can be saved or deleted in the Products folder. Only download is available. 


The following graphic illustrates menus for the Products folder. 


 


 
2 See the Mature Compliance Program data sheet for more information. 
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Figure 2 Access to Products 
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Breach Notification Wizard 


 


The objective of the Wizard is to teach Users how to use our Breach Notification Framework (i.e. 
how to legally determine whether a Breach has occurred) and to facilitate creating the required 
documentation in a systematic fashion. It allows you to analyze Incidents that required special 
attention. 


 


The Wizard is broken down into a series of Sections each of which is described in detail in 


Expresso® 3.5’s User’s guide. Each time the User presses on the “pencil button” a “wizard” 
appears that helps the User make a decision that is critical to determining whether Breach 
Notification is triggered. The current state (i.e. what is selected) of the wizard is saved each time you 
hit “UPDATE,” which implies that the Incident Document is also saved at this time. The reasons 
for the incremental saves are many-fold but include the following: (1) to document the decision that 
a User made during this step in the Framework; and (2) to allow the User to complete the Incident 
Document over time as information will be required from various parts of the Organization.  


 


The purpose of each wizard is to provide the ability to make decisions regarding associated data that 
will be documented in the “description control” field of its respective Section. This Expresso® 3.5’s 
wizard module allows you to show an auditor that you have a mature program for tracking incidents. 


 


 


 


Figure 39 Incident Home Page 
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Business Partner Vetting 


Expresso Silver Admins begin 
the vetting process by adding 
company and contact 
information for the potential 
partner by clicking on Partners 
from the Main Menu. New 
partners can be added by 
clicking “New Partner” to the 
right of the screen. Then. 


Partner information is added as well as at least one Contact for the partner. A Partner Contact is 
necessary so they may log into the BPV Portal and complete the questionnaire. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Without Expresso® 3.5’ Business Partner Vetting (“BPV”) module you can’t demonstrate to an 
auditor that you are getting “satisfactory assurances” that your business associates and other partners 
are treating the PHI you entrusted to them in the same manner you would. For example, the visible 
demonstrable evidence that a business associate is complying with the HIPAA Security and Privacy 
Rules are mandated by the HITECH Act.  


 


OUR BPV module is sold under our Silver Subscription Plan. 


 


Entering Partners in Expresso Silver 
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The Requestor 


 


The Requestor is a tool in Expresso® to document requests (e.g. PHI: Access, Restrictions, 
Amendments, Disclosures, and others "Requests" from patients. It is also the place where patient 
encounter documentation is entered under the purported Privacy Rule. Generally, the name of 
the requester, the date the request was received, who in your organization was assigned to fulfill the 
Request, and what specifically was requested. The Requestor also has an analytical reporting feature 
where reports can be run by Regime and type of Request, Patient, Assigned workforce member, etc. 
When reporting on requests, fields can be left blank, for example, you can run a report for all 
Requests for Access, regardless of who requested them or to whom they were assigned. Counsel and 
your Compliance Officer should frequently run reports to ensure that dates are not missed, and 
patients do not file complaints to OCR, etc. Without the Requestor your organization hasn’t 
captured process results for these requirements and therefore cannot satisfy the Compliance 
Equation®. 


 


 


 


 


Summary 


Other Compliance Regimes 
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As discussed above, future use of Expresso® may support additional compliance regimes as market 
demands warrant (e.g. PCIDSS, SOX, and GDPR). 


 


If you purchase our Subscription Plan for HIPAA, you can add the “GDPR Module” that will allow 
you to perform a Data Protection Impact Assessment for the EU’s GDPR. Because the NIST 
methodology is compliance regime agnostic, Expresso® can support any compliance regime with the 
appropriate “load file.” You can also add a CCPA module. These are one time add-ons that don’t 
impact your annual renewal fee. 


Benefits 


 


1. Pre-populated (T)hreats, (V)ulnerabilities, (I)mpacts, (R)isks, and (C)ontrols ("TVRCs") 
allows you to perform a Risk Assessment in hours, instead of weeks or months; 


2. The ability to capture an unlimited number of Risk Assessments over time in order to show 
visible, demonstrable evidence of past compliance;  


3. The ability to import Security Objects (e.g. people, processes, PCs, servers, networks, 
applications, databases, physical plant, etc.) from your existing systems thereby minimizing 
the amount of data entry required; 


4. Tracking mechanism(s) for capturing Risk Assessment process results in the form of 
predefined reports:  the Scorecard measurement Report; 


5. The ability to import (T)hreats and (V)ulnerabilities from authenticated sources: leveraging 
industry data where available; 


6. The ability to directly link to the full source code of Security Rule Controls on the HIPAA 
Survival Guide website; 


7. Scalability, reliability, and availability built-in out-of-the-box using Microsoft’s cloud 
platform Azure; and 


8. Much, much more, including a UI that was built for ease of use and clarity that increases 
your Risk Assessment productivity on day one. 


9. The ability to maintain a single version of the truth in your Compliance Repository. 


10. The ability to get access to our entire product suite directly from Expresso®. 
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11. The ability to save hundreds of person hours when analyzing an Incident that your 
organization has determined requires closer scrutiny because it may trigger Notification. 


12. The ability to use Expresso® and a single methodology across compliance regimes. 


Approach & Methodology 


 


Expresso® adopts an agile compliance methodology that allows a customer to eat the Risk 
Assessment elephant one bite at a time. There is no regulatory requirement that dictates the 
comprehensiveness of a Risk Assessment each time one is required. In fact, NIST has the following 
to say pursuant to this topic: 


 


There are no specific requirements with regard to: (i) the formality, rigor, or level of 
detail that characterizes any particular risk assessment; (ii) the methodologies, tools, 
and techniques used to conduct such risk assessments; or (iii) the format and content 
of assessment results and any associated reporting mechanisms. Organizations have 
maximum flexibility on how risk assessments are conducted and are encouraged to 
apply the guidance in this document so that the various needs of organizations can 
be addressed, and the risk assessment activities can be integrated into a mature 
organizational risk management processes.3 


 


Therefore, the most important thing you can do with Expresso® is to get started—which means as a 
practical matter, that you likely won’t have all your Security Objects loaded nor every potential 
threat/vulnerability pair identified. The requirement is that you make a “good faith” effort to 
perform a Risk Assessment and that you continue to improve on the rigor and quality of your 
assessments going forward. 


Build a Risk Assessment Presence  


 


It’s critical that all stakeholders, from the C-Suite to the most recent addition to your Workforce, 
recognize the importance of performing regular assessments. The threat landscape is changing much 
too quickly for Risk Assessments to be seen as merely an Information Technology issue. In fact, the 
consensus is that such a narrow view of Risk Assessments is likely to fail.  


 
3 See NIST SP 800-30 Rev. 1 p. 9. 
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Analyze Results 


 


You can’t manage what you don’t measure—at least not in a competent and professional manner. A 
Risk Assessment is an analysis step where you identify Security Controls to be implemented to 
reduce Risks levels to those that are “reasonable and appropriate” for an organization of your size, 
complexity, etc. It stands to reason that once you have identified the required Controls you must 
implement them as part of your Risk Management program and subsequently track their 
effectiveness. Expresso® allows you to update the status of a Risk once the implemented Controls 
have yielded results. 


 


To summarize, Expresso® dramatically reduces the pain associated with performing Risk 
Assessments and Breach Notification. It provides the internal and external reports necessary to 
show visible demonstrable evidence of both regulatory compliance and a commitment to protecting 
unauthorized access to your information.   
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Introduction 
This 3Lions Publishing, Inc.'s (“3LP”) engagement (“Engagement”) helps customers Jumpstart their 
solution required to comply with the three most insidious and disruptive requirements under 
§164.524 in the recently proposed 2021 Privacy Rule; referred to herein as the right to access and 
inspect. As a reminder, the three most insidious and disruptive rights are as follows: 
 
First the Patient has the right to request an inspection of their PHI at the time of an appointment 
(“TOA”) at the point of care (“POC”) “to view, take notes, take photographs, and use other 
personal resources to capture their information.” This right is the most disruptive for several 
reasons: (1) POC staff must be prepared to allow the request; (2) patient has not previously specified 
PHI scope; (3) there may not be sufficient time to gather the PHI requested; and (4) POC staff, if 
not trained properly may create liability instead of mitigating it.  
 
The request must be honored because the Rule requires it and is constrained only by the 
“readily available” standard (e.g., EHR, Portal, PCs, Laptops, etc.). The 2013 Omnibus Rule made 
clear that a designated record set is more than the EHR, and may include electronic documents such 
as those found in Word, Excel, PDFs, etc. Our Mini-MVPs derived from its Enterprise MVP, 
establishes all POC staff requirements including, policies, processes, liability avoidance, training, 
time allocation, definition of “readily available” and the legal considerations for which POC staff 
must be aware. 
 
Second, the Patient has the right to request to inspect with Notice, “arranging a convenient time 
and place” (e.g., medical records facility) with the provider, which also allows the patient “to view, 
take notes, take photographs, and use other personal resources to capture their 
information.” This right is inferred from the NPRM’s guidance. The “readily available” standard 
does not apply to this option. Because when “arranging a convenient time and place” a provider can 
inquire regarding the patient’s PHI scope. We refer to this requirement as the CP&T requirement. 
 
This CP&T right to inspect likewise does not specify the time a patient must be allotted. Our 
Enterprise MVP for this right provides the patient with additional time to inspect PHI because 
revieing PHI at a medical records facility is less disruptive to a provider’s operations (example 
from NPRM). Again, our Mini-MVP contains all requirements for this right. The time decision, 
together with the legal analysis and rationale to support it, is consistent the Rule’s Balancing Act 
Standard, and is likewise contained within its corresponding Mini-MVP. 
 
Third, the Patient has the right to request Access to their (without inspection) PHI, analogous to 
the old Privacy Rule’s right to access; except that the timeframe has been cut from 30 to 15 calendar 
days, with one 15-day extension. The clock on the fifteen days starts ticking as soon as the provider 
receives the patient’s request. 
 
The rights enumerated above were selected from others required by the new Rule because they are 
the three most likely to lead to OCR audits, CMPs, and other liability yet unforeseen (e.g., class 
actions lawsuits). All the significant liability occurs downstream at the POC, medical records 
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facilities, and similar patient entry points because this is where the patient exercises the right to 
inspect their PHI (i.e., where patient encounters occur). 
 
 
Core Deliverables 


1. Provides a vehicle to drive organizational change; 


2. Compresses the time to make strategic decisions; 


3. Reviews Enterprise MVP is where all the heavy lifting occurs as previously discussed. 
Legal/process decisions are made, supported, and defended pursuant to one or more legal 
standards, use cases, process, diagrams, etc. This is where the solution is defined,  


4. Reviewal of Mini-MVPs, one for each MVR in depth, including policies, processes, tracking 
patient encounters, liability avoidance and more. Mini-MVPs represent where our solution is 
executed; 


5. Trains key stakeholders; 


6. Provides implementation requirements; 


7. Discuses and inform stakeholders as to other expansive rights contained in §164.524 of the 
Rule, their meaning, and implications for the organization; and 


8. Implement “Tweaks” to Process Diagrams to align with the customer’s operational 
environment. 


 
Acceptable Process Modification Criteria 
3LP provides existing process/Swimlane diagrams, one for each of the disruptive requirements 
described above. These are contained in our Enterprise MVP and are comprehensive. However, 
many mid-to-large organizations will almost certainly want to make “Tweaks” that more closely align 
with their respective operational environments. These “Tweaks” should be raised in stakeholder 
interviews as discussed below. 
 
During each interview, stakeholders are required to identify “showstoppers” and if so identified, 
provide a written analysis as to why the process as defined by 3LP will not work. Further, if a 
showstopper is identified the stakeholder will be asked to proffer alternatives, also in writing. 
 
Accepting a stakeholder “Tweak” requires that the suggested modification must be: (1) compelling; 
(2) not break 3LP’s legal framework or downstream processes defined in the respective Mini-MVPs; 
and (3) not render the existing process incomprehensible after inclusion. If the interview team 
decides that a suggested modification is not compelling, it will put it in the “Parking Lot.” If 
compelling, but the suggested modification breaks 3LP’s legal framework, it will also be placed in 
the Parking Lot. If a modification is rejected by the interview team, the stakeholder most make the 
case for adding it to the SMT. The Interview Team provides written justification for rejected 
modifications and likewise posts these documents in the Parking Lot. 
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Compelling modifications must be captured in a written document by the stakeholder providing the 
rationale for the modification’s compelling status, and what is lost if the compelling modification is 
not incorporated into the existing process diagram. Compelling modifications, that are not 
eliminated based on the criteria defined above, will be added to the respective process diagram in a 
manner that satisfies the “Us Plus Three” limit. 
 


Process 
The Process below is designed to be agile while at the same time using a facilitated session approach 
most stakeholders are accustomed to. 
 
Us Plus Three 
Up to three compelling modifications will be added to 3LP’s “As Is” respective process diagram. 
Why this limit? Because after three compelling modifications the unintended consequences of 
adding more compelling modifications to a process will make it difficult for 3LP, and stakeholders, 
to anticipate the first order and second order effects of the unintended interdependencies between a 
greater number of modifications. Additional complexity increases the risk that stakeholders will be 
less likely to readily understand the process as modified, in defiance of the minimally viable 
principle. Less is more. If the organization decides to break these rules than 3LP will continue with 
the engagement but not accept any responsibility for it legal or process validity. That becomes the 
organizations responsibility. 
 
Kickoff 
Meet with SMT to (1) confirm deliverables; (2) confirm methodology; (3) confirm need for a 
dedicated customer project manager; (4) identification of a maximum of eight additional customer 
stakeholders; (5) expectations of SMT during kickoff training, during the interviews, and in the 
facilitated session; (5) confirm SMT’s understanding of “Us Plus Three” modifications; and (6) 
confirm 3LP’s rationale for accepting or rejecting “Tweaks” to our existing well defined processes 
where the modification required is compelling and does not break the legal framework established at 
the level of our Enterprise MVP. 
 
If the organization plans to use outside counsel, then counsel must be included as a necessary 
stakeholder at the outset. Outside counsel must weigh in early in the process to prevent eleventh 
hour surprises. 3LP’s CEO, attorney Carlos Leyva (“Leyva”), a recognized HIPAA authority for 
over a decade, and the driving force underpinning the legal decisions made in our Enterprise MVP, 
as supported by the legal standards/rationale that justify the decision, and make the decision legally 
defensible, is willing to engage as necessary for the provision of legal advice if required, but this 
further legal advice is not included in the 40 hour fixed fee engagement and must be a fee based 
engagement entered into as described below. 
 
Under a separate fee-based engagement with the Digital Business Law Group, P.A. is 
willing to provide legal services, opinion letters, and otherwise engage with inside and outside 
counsel, should additional legal consultation add value. It is anticipated that the organization that 
contracted for the Jumpstart will pay these legal fees, as defined within a formal engagement letter. 
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Conducted virtually  
3LP will only accept this engagement if it can be conducted virtually. We see no reason why it can’t, 
including all the instances where face-to-face communications are required, which includes every 
process section. 
 
Conduct two-hour training session with Key Stakeholders 
This training session initiates the engagement with stakeholders other than the SMT. Outside 
counsel, training, human resources, records management, and other functional area stakeholders 
impacted by these processes should be designated as key stakeholders thereby representing an 
integral part of team.  
 
The above recommendation should be viewed as a mere suggestion, except outside counsel. The 
SMT is responsible for naming the key stakeholders. 3LP recommends that no more than eight key 
stakeholders be named as team participants. Additional stakeholders will require more interviews 
and likely a diminished opportunity to reach consensus. Further, the number of billable hours, 
currently set at forty (40) for this fixed fee engagement will increase, driving a corresponding 
increase in the fixed fee cost. Finally, an increased number of stakeholders will extend the elapsed 
time, currently three weeks, within which 3LP has promised a completed engagement. 3LP will not 
accept any responsibility delay in the elapsed time attributed to the customer’s organization. During 
the three weeks elapsed time 3LP willing to move as fast as possible under the proposal as written. 
Interview logistics and other considerations analogous to that is why a reasonable amount of elapsed 
time is built into the engagement. 
 
Each stakeholder will be required to read both the Enterprise MVP documentation and each Mini-
MVP documentation in preparation for their one-on-one meeting. 
 
Conduct and record one-hour interviews  
Interviews will be conducted with each named key stakeholder, driven by 3LP’s engagement owner 
(“EO”), with the designated customer project manager (“PM”) participating for the entirety of the 
engagement.  The EO and the PM will jointly decide which compelling modifications meet the 
necessary threshold defined above and are therefore included in the respective processes until the Us 
Plus Three constraint is reached. After each interview a summary report will be sent to the SMT 
describing interview results. The PM is required to produce and deliver this report, with EO 
support. If the PM and EO disagree as to what is “compelling” then 3LP’s EO makes the 
determinative decision. 
 
Make the modifications to MVPs  
The PM is required to make the necessary changes to the process diagrams, along with changes 
required in supporting documentation, so that the compelling modifications are succinctly defined 
and readily understood by other stakeholders. The EO will support the PM in making these 
modifications. 
 
Two hour facilitated session  
After interviews are conducted and the compelling modifications added, the revised process 
diagrams will be routed to all stakeholder for their review prior to the facilitated session. Arriving at 
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the facilitated session (“Session”) unprepared is unacceptable. There should be no showstopper 
objections raised during the Session. Showstopper objections must be raised and resolved prior to 
this Session. However, there will certainly be questions stakeholders have not previously thought of, 
which can and should be raised. 
 
Session Rules 
Normal Session rules will be enforced, including but not limited to, the following: (1) check your 
egos and titles as the door; (2) no one can speak twice pursuant to a particular issue until all 
stakeholders have had an opportunity to weigh in on the issue presented; (3) the focus of the Session 
is to gain consensus pursuant to the three MVP process reviewed, therefore, conversations, 
questions, and “rabbit holes” not directly relevant to this objective will be cutoff by the EO, and 
placed in the Parking Lot. 
 
First Hour 
The first hour of the Session will focus on consensus building on the three MVP processes 
reviewed. The second hour of the Session will focus on next implementation steps for the three 
MVP processes (e.g., review and acceptance by the extended part of the organization impacted by 
these processes, training POC staff and others, inside/outside counsel reviewing additional data 
items that they may want included in Requestor updates, etc.). 3LP will only participate in the 
implementation under a competitive billable hour fee as defined below.  
 
Second Hour 
Finally, the second hour of the Session will discuss the additional MVPs that §164.524 requires. 3LP 
has identified the additional MVPs and will distribute a document that contains the definition of 
same, along with key challenges posed. These additional MVPs are far less disruptive than the ones 
that this engagement addressed because: (1) they do not directly touch the patient (although 
indirectly they certainly do); (2) they involve to a large degree B2B interactions; and (3) there is far 
less opportunity to generate significant liability. 
  
Wrap-up EO and PM 
The EO and PM will close all takeover turnover issues and identify issues that were not resolved 
during this meeting. To the extent the billable hours remain, the EO, and PM will continue to 
resolve these issues. 
 
Wrap-up Session with SMT  
The EO, PM and SMT will meet to discuss the status of the engagement. Prior to this session the 
PM, with support from the EO, will produce a summary of the status to be reviewed during the 
session. 
 
After this session 3LP’s engagement as described herein ends. 
 
Costs 
The costs for this time-boxed offering, 40 billable hours over an approximately three-week elapsed 
time is twenty-five thousand ($25,000.00) USD; half paid prior to the commencement of the 
engagement and the remainder paid within ten (10) days after the engagement concludes. This cost 
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could change as discussed above if key stakeholders greater than eight in number are identified the 
SMT to participate as team members. 
 
If customer requires additional 3LP consulting post engagement, on an ad hoc basis, these hours will 
be billed at $250.00 per hour and delivered by the EO. 
 
This engagement expressly excludes the delivery of legal advice in any way, shape, or form 
whatsoever, although legal recommendations were made by a licensed attorney, Carlos A. Leyva, 
Esq, CEO of 3LP. They cannot be relied on as legal advice because 3LP is not a law firm. 
 
Additional MVPs 
3LP does not have an offering that addresses these additional requirements because they are largely 
information technology centric, and 3LP remains, to a large degree, a pure product play. This 
professional services engagement is the single exception. 3LP’s principals, having both worked in 
large organizations, recognized that cross functional issues in larger organizations could be a serious 
impediment to enterprise-wide change and success.  
 
Therefore, 3LP decided to attack this pain point with this offering, collaborating with larger 
customers, to jointly create a solution for the most disruptive and insidious requirements of 
§164.524. A solution based upon the significant investment that 3LP has already made in support of 
its existing subscribers, by providing the professional services in a box (e.g., our Enterprise MVP 
and Mini-MVPs, along with updated Privacy Rule products as mandated by the new Rule.  
 
Our current subscribers obtain this additional value as part of their Subscription. New customers 
leverage the value once they purchase one. The purchase of a Subscription is required before 3LP 
commences this engagement. Although this should be self-evident 3LP is focused on eliminating 
misunderstandings with customers by attempting to be as transparent as possible 
 
Although 3LP will not own defining MVPs for these additional requirements, 3LP will make the EO 
and other team members available as applicable, at a competitive hourly rate, when customers 
request assistance and where 3LP’s expertise delivers value. 
 





